Senior Men NT Report
Since being appointed as Senior Men NT Head Coach in September 2016, I have overseen a period of
significant change for the program.
The initial remit was to develop a side capable of qualification
and performance at the Commonwealth games 2018. After a
period of assessment which included open trials in both North
and South Wales and realization of the limited resources
available both on and off court, I worked with the
performance manager and adjusted our performance target
to look at qualification for the 2022 or 2026 games.
North Wales trial at Deeside
We developed a plan to look long term and establish a stronger pathway to take our successful U18
athletes through to Senior level. We would look to identify players with talent we felt would transfer
to international level in the future. We scheduled U23 camps side by side with Seniors, with fluid
promotion and relegation between squads. I have also introduced and am actively developing a new
Identity, Culture and style of play which is being implemented across both programs.
To this end after the trials we scheduled seven 2 day camps which have been incredibly well received
and attended we have tried to play against quality opposition and encourage the players to view
these fixtures as a learning experience so we can learn
and develop. My thanks must go out to my staff, Team
Manager Tommy Walsh who has been fantastic and
Assistant Coaches Andrew Purnell & DIccon LloydSmeath who have brought tremendous professionalism.
We have also tried to create this type of environment
for the players with Matt Keen volunteering his time as
Physio and Eddie Kizito and Sam Roberts working to
implement S&C.
Feb Camp at Cardiff Met
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Over the past 12 months we have worked hard to recruit athletes across the two programs, scouting
the Welsh league via video and identifying and building links with Welsh NBL clubs. As a result we now
have 40 athletes actively involved an increase of 25 from 2016. We have also started to grow the
reputation of the program where we are starting to attract interest from higher level players despite
the cost implication for them of playing.
In May I travelled with the U23 squad to Scotland both as observer and as Assistant Coach as they
achieved their first win beating Scotland. I felt it was important to show the U23 players that they are
the future of the program and we are invested in their success.

Senior NT at Celtic Clash
At the recent Celtic Clash seven players made their Senior NT debut and seven of the players selected
were U23. Despite performance levels not improving in year one as much as we would have hoped, a
more modern and European style of play, the relative chronological and training age of the new
squad, increased attendance and commitment of players to personal development, all provide a
vision and excitement for the future of the program.
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I was also proud that one of our players conducted himself so well with
the Scottish fans that they gifted him one of their match kits and we were
praised for how well our squad conducted themselves throughout the
trip. We will continue to develop over the summer with 2 training camps
and are currently trying to confirm a trip to Malta. I believe giving the
squad as many International Test as possible is vital to their development.
I hope the work we have done is viewed as positive and that we can
continue this path.

James Bamfield – Head Coach
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